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I. Choose the correct verb and fill in the blanks: 
 

1.The taste of these mangoes ______different. (is/are) 
2. I ______milk everyday. (drink/drinks) 
3. My mother ______food. (cook/cooks) 
4. Gulliver’s Travels ______a famous book. (is/are) 

      5. The teacher ______the students. (teach/teaches) 
      6. Farmers ______seeds in the field. (sow/sows) 
      7. My sister ______ a cake on my birthday. (bake/bakes) 
      8. The sun ______in the east. (rise/rises) 
      9. Lata Mangeshkar ______beautifully. (sing/sings) 
     10. Slow and steady ______the race. (win/wins) 
     11. Everybody ______at the clown. (laugh/laughs) 
     12. The moon ______round the earth every 27 days. (go/goes) 
     13. The old man ______the road slowly. (cross/crosses) 
     14. My neighbour’s dog ______loudly. (bark/barks) 
     15. I ______basketball everyday. (play/plays) 
     16. The taste of these mangoes ______different. (is/are) 
     17. I ______milk everyday. (drink/drinks) 
     18. My mother ______food. (cook/cooks) 
     19. Gulliver’s Travels ______a famous book. (is/are) 
     20. The teacher ______the students. (teach/teaches) 
 
 
 II. Fill in the blanks with the Past Tense of the verbs given in the brackets: 
1. The guests ______early. (leave) 
2. The teacher ______the students. (teach) 
3. The little girl ______the ball. (catch) 
4. The baby has ______his toys. (scatter) 
5. The foolish man ______all his wealth foolishly. (spend) 
6. He ______my coat in the exhibition. (lose) 
7. The father ______to the child firmly. (speak) 

8. The soldiers ______bravely. (fight) 
9. He ______the letter to me. (read) 
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10. The doctor ______the patient carefully. (examine) 
11. The birds ______high in the sky. (fly) 
12. He ______a dull coloured suit. (wear) 
13. Satish ______the door. (open) 
14. All of a sudden, the sky ______dark. (grow) 
15. The poor boy ______bitterly. (cry) 
 
III. Fill in the blanks with the Past Participle of the verbs given in the 
brackets: 
 
1. The bell had ______five minutes earlier. (ring) 
2. The boys have ______some nice pictures. (draw) 
3. She has ______ghosts in her dream.(see) 
4. Shyam had ______a snake.(kill) 
5. Raj has ______into a tall boy. (grow) 
6. Sonia felt weak as she had not ______anything since morning. (eat) 
7. Meena was punished because she had ______to do her work. (forget) 
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